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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Braidwood Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-456/99014(DRP); 50-457/99014(DRP)
This inspection included aspects of licensee operations, maintenance, engineering, and plant
support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection from August 18 through
September 27, 1999.
Operations
Based on observations made during the performance of emergency core cooling system
venting and valve alignment surveillance test, the inspectors concluded that
management efforts to correct long standing procedure compliance problems by
explaining and reinforcing procedure usage has not been completely effective in that
the operators continue to have instances of failure to follow procedural requirements.
The use of unauthorized operator aids and failure to have the procedure at the work site
resulted in a non-cited violation. Additionally, operating first line field supervision has
demonstrated limited effectiveness in enforcing standards such as procedure
compliance. (Section 03.1)
Poor shift turnover communications between operating crews resulted in some
operations management personnel being unaware of equipment status on three
occasions. The 2A emergency diesel generator ventilation low temperature switch
being disconnected resulted in a Non-Cited Violation. (Section 04.1)
Maintenance
The inspectors observed the performance of five surveillance tests. The inspectors
concluded that the surveillance tests adequately tested the system, the operators
followed the procedures, and that the procedures included the required testing
discussed in the Technical Specifications. (Section M1,1)
Coordination between operations, engineering, and maintenance department personnel
minimized the potential for a reactor trip during the replacement of a digital
electro-hydraulic control circuit card. However, maintenance personnel were in violation
of station work instructions when they covered and potentially disabled an ionization
detector during spent fuel pit cubicle cooler work. Because temporarily disabling the
detector did not violate the stations fire protection plan, the inspectors considered the
failure to follow the work instructions to be of minor significance and not subject to
formal enforcement action. This problem was documented because of several
observations this period where plant personnel did not adhere to plant procedures or
instructions. (Section M1.2)
The licensee demonstrated conservative decision making and a good safety culture
when initially placing Unit 1 and Unit 2 in an on-line potentially risk significant status
("Orange") when they identified that the essential service water (SX) system discharge
isolation valves OSX-165A and OSX-165B could not be closed remotely. The purpose of
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the valves is to mitigate an internal flooding event. The inspectors concluded that the
licensee made good use of probabilistic risk analysis to support their initial on-line risk
conclusions. However, the inspectors concluded that the licensee did not demonstrate
conservative decision making when the on-line risk status for both units was returned to
an on-line non-risk significant status ("Green") based on the ability to manually close the
OSX-165A and OSX-165B valves without having demonstrated the ability to manually
close OSX-165A and 0SX-165B. This conclusion was supported by the fact that when
the licensee did attempt to cycle the valves, they would not move. The inspectors
concluded that although the SX system discharge isolation valves OSX-165A and
0SX-165B could not be closed, the SX system remained operable. (Section M1.3)
The inspectors concluded that maintenance rule monitoring of the rod control system,
control room annunciators, Digital Electro-Hydraulic Control system, and Solid State
Protection System effectively managed by the licensee in accordance with
10 CFR 50.65. (Section M1.4)
The licensee missed prior opportunities to enter some material condition deficiencies
(e.g. oil seal leaks, valve gasket leaks, etc.) into the corrective maintenance program for
repairs. (Section M2.1)
Engineering
The licensee's periodic self-assessments of engineering department performance were
thorough, critical, and identified new areas requiring improvement. Actions taken by the
licensee as a result of self-assessments were timely and commensurate with the
problems noted. Engineering department generated root cause analysis reports were
also thorough, timely and included corrective actions that addressed the stated root
cause(s). (Section E7.1)
Plant Support
The inspectors concluded that the licensee's access control requirements were properly
implemented. (Section S1.1)
The inspectors concluded that welding and grinding activities performed in the Unit 2
lower cable spreading room were performed in accordance with the associated work
request packages and that the proper compensatory actions were in place while the
lower cable spreading room carbon dioxide fire protection system was out-of-service.
However, the inspectors concluded that an individual assigned as a fire watch was
performing collateral duties in the over-head of the lower cable spreading room which
was contrary to station fire watch requirements. The inspectors considered this to be a
violation of minor significance and not subject to enforcement action. (Section F1.1)

Report Details
Summary of Plant Status
Units 1 and 2 were operated at or near full power for the entire period.
I. Operations
03

Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1

Operator Performance During 2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2 [Braidwood Operations Surveillance
Procedurel, "Unit Two ECCS TEmergency Core Cooling System] Venting and Valve
Alignment"

a.

Inspection Scope (71707)
The inspectors observed portions of the performance of 2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2, "Unit Two
ECCS Venting and Valve Alignment," Revision 2E2. The inspectors reviewed the
following procedures:
0

2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2, "Unit Two ECCS Venting and Valve Alignment,"
Revision 2E2;

0

Nuclear Generation Group Procedure CWPI-NSP-OP-1 -5, " Operator Aid
Postings," Revision 1;

*

Nuclear Generation Group Procedure CWPI-NSP-OP-1-1, "Operations
Department Standards," Revision 1; and

*

Braidwood Administrative Procedure (BwAP) 100-20, "Procedure Use and
Adherence," Revision 10.

b.

Observations and Findings
The inspectors observed that the non-licensed operators performing 2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2
did not have the procedure in hand as required while going from valve to valve. Instead,
a copy of the surveillance test procedure was kept at the rad protection desk located on
the same floor of the auxiliary building. The operators were carrying an uncontrolled
sheet of paper that had the valves listed in each space. For example, what valves were
located in the 2B safety injection room. The piece of paper listed what actions the
operators were supposed to perform, such as open, vent, close, cap, etc. The
inspectors reviewed CWPI-NSP-OP-1-5. Step 2.2 defined an operator aid as,
"Information including sketches, notes, graph, lists, instructions, drawings and other
documents used to assist operators in performing assigned duties associated with plant
operations." One operator stated that copies of the list that was being used to perform
the surveillance were kept in a file in the non-licensed operator break room and were
commonly used. The inspectors verified that the list was at least four months old. The
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list the operators used was not designated as an operator aid even though it was a list
used to assist operators in performing their duties. CWPI-NSP-OP-1-5, Step 4.13.2,
stated in part, "the Operator Aid book in the work execution center is the master list of
all approved operator aids and shall contain a copy of each operator aid and an index of
all operator aids." The inspectors verified that the list the operator was using was not
contained in the operator aid index. The operator aid procedure is not a procedure
required by Regulatory Guide 1.33.
Surveillance procedure 2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2 was designated as a reference use
procedure. The inspectors reviewed BwAP 100-20 to determine the correct usage for a
reference use procedure. Administrative procedure BwAP 100-20, Step D.8.d.2 stated
the procedure SHALL be available at the location and Step D.8.d.4 stated the procedure
should be referred to as needed by the workers to ensure the proper steps are being
performed in the proper order. Procedure CWPI-NSP-OP-1 -1, Step 5.1.1.1 stated that
when using operating procedures, a method for using place keeping shall be used, such
as initials or checkmarks. However, surveillance procedure 2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2 was in a
separate room during the entire time the surveillance test was observed by the
inspectors. In addition, the operators did not place keep the steps in the procedure. In
response to the inspectors concerns, operations management personnel indicated that
all operating procedures at the station were being changed to continuous use
procedures.
Technical Specification 5.4.1.a states, in part, that written procedures shall be
established, implemented, and maintained covering the applicable procedures
recommended in Appendix A, of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978.
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, Section 1, "Administrative Procedures,"
does not specifically address the need to have procedures to control operator aids, but
does state that an administrative procedure was required for procedure adherence.
Administrative procedure BwAP 100-20, Step D.8.d.2 stated that reference use
procedures SHALL be available at the location.
Contrary to the above, on August 27, 1999, two non-licensed operators performed
2BwOSR 3.5.2.2-2, a reference use procedure, without the procedure available at the
location where the surveillance test was performed.
This Severity Level IV violation is being treated as a non-cited violation
(50-456/457199014-01 (DRP)), consistent with Appendix C of the NRC Enforcement
Policy. This violation is in the licensee's corrective action program as Problem
Identification Form (PIF) A1999-02629.
Three issues arise from this observation. First, management efforts to correct long
standing procedure compliance problems by explaining and reinforcing procedure usage
requirements has not been totally effective in that the operators continue to have
instances of failure to follow procedural requirements. During the performance of this
surveillance, operators failed to comply with three separate administrative procedures.
Second, first-line supervisors failed to recognize the repetitive use of an unauthorized
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operator aid during the ECCS venting and valve alignment surveillance test procedure
performance. This observation strengthens a previously identified supervisory
effectiveness concern, discussed in Inspection Report 50-456/457/99010, that first line
supervision did not meet licensee management's expectation to spend between 40 and
50 percent of their time in the field reinforcing standards and expectations. Third, there
appears to be conflicting guidance on procedure usage. One administrative procedure,
BwAP 100-20 stated that a procedure classified as "reference use" did not have to be in
hand and used continuously. Another administrative procedure, CWPI-NSP-OP-1-1,
required operators to place keep all operating procedures step-by-step. There are
some operating procedures which are classified as "reference use" thereby giving
conflicting guidance.
c.

Conclusions
Based on observations made during the performance of ECCS venting and valve
alignment surveillance test, the inspectors concluded that management efforts to correct
long standing procedure compliance problems by explaining and reinforcing procedure
usage requirements has not been totally effective in that the operators continue to have
instances of failure to follow procedural requirements. Additionally, operating first line
field supervision has demonstrated limited effectiveness in enforcing standards such as
procedure compliance.

04

Operator Knowledge and Performance

04.1

Control Room Staff Unaware of Equipment Status On Several Occasions

a.

Inspection Scope (71707)
The inspectors queried control room staff about equipment status during routine tours
through the control room. The Inspectors reviewed:
°

BwAP 330-6, "Caution Card/Abnormal Position Procedure," Revision 1OE1;
BwAP 300-1, "Conduct of Operations," Revision 22;
PIF A1999-02628; and
CWPI-NSP-OP-1-8, "Shift Turnover and Relief," Revision 0.

b.

Observations and Findings
Unit Supervisor Was Unaware of Contingency Action For Degraded Essential Service
Water (SX) Valves
On August 20, during the performance of preventative maintenance activities, both
SX return header isolation valves (0SX165A and 0SX165B) were found to be degraded.
Based on preliminary probabilistic risk assessment flood evaluations if both valves were
not closed within 2 hours of a large rupture of the SX return header, the failure of all four
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SX pumps could occur. Compensatory measures were put in place to allow the valves
to be manually closed if needed. The operation shift was provided with a special daily
shift order outlining the actions to take if the return header were to rupture. On
August 30, the inspectors asked the Unit 2 supervisor about the compensatory actions
for the SX valve closure. The unit supervisor replied that he believed the condition had
been cleared; however, the inspectors later determined that the condition had not been
cleared at that time. The Unit 2 supervisor was unable to locate the order without
assistance from the Unit 1 Supervisor.
Control Room Staff Was Unaware of Non-Functioning Control Room Alarm
On August 31, the inspectors observed that the 2A emergency diesel generator room
ventilation low temperature alarm switch was physically disconnected. The switch
activated the low temperature alarm tile 0-31 on control panel 0PM02J in the control
room. The inspectors observed on September 2, that there was no indication that the
alarm was disconnected in the control room. Neither the unit supervisor nor the shift
manager were aware that the alarm would not function. There was no indication of the
malfunctioning alarm in the shift manager's, unit supervisor's or the nuclear station
operator's turnover sheets.
The inspectors interviewed a work execution center supervisor from a different crew and
were told that some members of the operating department were aware of the
disconnected temperature switch but could not recall how he became aware. The
licensee generated a PIF when the inspectors made the conditions known to the control
room staff. The PiF stated that the shift manager was informed that the switch and
alarm were non-functional on July 9, 1999, by the instrument maintenance work
scheduler.
A followup inspection with the maintenance department personnel determined that the
2A emergency diesel generator room temperature alarm switch 2TSVD054 was
electrically disconnected under work request 990008880-01 on July 8, 1999, when
instrument maintenance found that the temperature switch was not functioning and
there were no replacement switches on site. Maintenance department personnel
contacted operations department shift management personnel on July 9, 1999, and
informed the shift manager of the status of the temperature switch.
After the inspectors informed the operating crew that the instrument and alarm were
incapable of functioning, operations department management personnel placed a
caution card on the alarm tile and entered the information about the alarm in the shift
managers turnover sheet. Operations management personnel also planned to tailgate
this information to all operating crews before September 30, 1999. The inspectors
interviewed an instrument maintenance supervisor and were told that the work to repair
the switch was scheduled for September 30, 1999.
Technical Specification 5.4.1 .a states in part, "Written procedures shall be established,
implemented, and maintained covering the following activities: The applicable
procedures recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A,
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February 1978." Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, Section 1 .g. has shift
and relief turnover as a required procedure.
Procedure CWPI-NSP-OP-1-8, "Conduct of Operations Manual of Common Work
Practice Instructions, Instruction Eight shift Turnover and Relief," Revision 0, Step 1.2
stated, "The off-going shift manager shall initiate a turnover sheet and enter current
status for each unit. Examples of items that may be included on the turnover sheet are:
unit status, ... abnormal line-ups or conditions..."
Contrary to the above, on July 9, 1999, the operations shift manager was informed that
the 2A emergency diesel generator ventilation low temperature switch and alarm were
non-functional by the instrument maintenance work scheduler, an abnormal condition,
and did not enter the information onto the shift managers turnover sheet.
This Severity Level IV violation is being treated as a non-cited violation
(50-4561457/99014-02 (DRP)), consistent with Appendix C of the NRC Enforcement
Policy. This violation is in the licensee's corrective action program as PIF A1999-02628.
Control Room Staff Was Unaware of Fuel Pool Cooling Equipment Status
On September 10, the inspectors reviewed the Unit 2 Nuclear Station Operator's
turnover sheet and noted that it stated that the Unit 2 spent fuel pooling water pump was
running in addition to Unit 1. When the inspectors questioned why, the Nuclear Station
Operator stated that he was not sure if both pumps were still running. The inspectors
reviewed both the unit supervisors turnover sheets and questioned the unit supervisors.
Neither unit supervisor could answer whether both spent fuel pool cooling pumps were
running or not. A followup inspection determined that, as the turnover sheet stated, both
fuel pool cooling pumps were running.
c.

Conclusions
Poor shift turnover communications between operating crews resulted in some
operations management personnel being unaware of equipment status on three
occasions. The 2A emergency diesel generator ventilation low temperature switch
being disconnected resulted in a Non-Cited Violation.

II. Maintenance
MI

Conduct of Maintenance

M1.1

Observation of Miscellaneous Surveillance Activities

a.

Inspection Scope (61726)
The inspectors observed all or portions of the following surveillance activities:
*

2BwOS CX-ta, "Loss of Annunciators/Process Computer," Revision 0El;
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2BwOSR 3.3.1.4-2, "Unit Two Solid State Protection System, Reactor Trip
Breaker, and Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker Bi-Monthly Surveillance (B Train),"
Revision 0E2;
1BwOSR 3.5.2.2.-2, "Unit One ECCS Venting and Valve Alignment
Surveillance," Revision 3;
1BwOSR 3.8.1.2-1, "Unit One 1A Diesel Generator Operability Monthly and
Semi-Annual Surveillance," Revision IEI; and
1BwOSR 3.7.5.3-2, "Unit One Diesel Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Monthly
Surveillance, Revision 0E1.
b.

Observations and Findinqs
The inspectors observed the performance of the above listed surveillance tests. For
each surveillance test, the inspectors observed the establishment of initial conditions
required for the surveillance test, the operation of equipment, the communications
between the licensed operators in the control room and non-licensed operators in the
auxiliary building, and the restoration of affected equipment. The inspectors determined
that each of these activities were performed in accordance with the applicable
procedure. The inspectors reviewed the data obtained during the surveillance tests and
noted that it met the required acceptance criteria specified in the surveillance test
procedures. The inspectors also reviewed the associated portions of the Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report and the Technical Specifications and determined that the
surveillance test procedures demonstrated the systems performed as designed.

c.

Conclusions
The inspectors observed the performance of five surveillance tests. The inspectors
concluded that the surveillance tests adequately tested the system, the operators
followed the procedures, and that the procedures included the required testing
discussed in the Technical Specifications.

M1.2
a.

Maintenance Activity Observations
Inspection Scope (62707)
The inspectors observed all or portions of the following maintenance activities:
*

Replacement of a main turbine digital electrical hydraulic control (DEHC) system
circuit card in accordance with work request 990097028-01.
Installation of a freeze seal on the inlet of the Unit 1 spent fuel pit pump room
cubicle cooler in accordance with work request 980049238-03.
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b.

Observations and Findings
The inspectors attended the heightened-level-of-awareness meeting supporting the
DEHC card replacement work; reviewed the above work package; reviewed the
associated high-risk work check sheet; walked down the work areas with maintenance
personnel; questioned personnel concerning the scope of the work, including system
status, and precautions for electrical safety; and observed the establishment of required
system conditions. The inspectors noted no problems during the above reviews,
interviews and observations. The inspectors observed good coordination between
operations, engineering, and maintenance department personnel to ensure that the
maintenance was performed in a manner to prevent a plant trip.
While inspecting the spent fuel pool cubicle cooler work site, the inspectors identified
that maintenance personnel had covered an ionization smoke detector while installing a
freeze seal to support the cubicle cooler work. The inspectors identified that covering
the detector was contrary to a special instruction provided in the work package which
was to protect the detector from the freeze seal jacket using wool but to not cover the
detector. This special instruction was provided by the fire marshal to prevent potentially
disabling the detector. The inspectors discussed this issue with the fire marshal who
had not been contacted by the maintenance personnel concerning the need to cover the
detector. In response to the inspectors' questions, the fire marshal evaluated the impact
of covering the detector on the stations fire protection plan. The fire marshal
determined that covering the detector was of little consequence since there were two
operable detectors in the same room and for the amount of time the detector was
covered, less than eight hours, there was no need to invoke additional compensatory
actions. However, the inspectors were concerned that maintenance personnel had
failed to follow the special instruction provided with the work instructions and did not
contact the fire marshal to evaluate the need for a change to this instruction. The
inspectors considered the failure of maintenance personnel to follow the instructions in
the work package to be a violation of minor significance and not subject to formal
enforcement action. This problem was documented here because of several
observations this period where plant personnel did not adhere to plant procedures or
instructions.

c.

Conclusions
Coordination between operations, engineering, and maintenance department personnel
minimized the potential for a reactor trip during the replacement of a DEHC circuit card.
However, maintenance personnel were in violation of station work instructions when
they covered and potentially disabled an ionization smoke detector during spent fuel pit
cubicle cooler work. Because temporarily disabling the detector did not violate the
stations fire protection plan, the inspectors considered the failure to follow the work
instructions to be of minor significance and not subject to formal enforcement action.
This problem was documented because of several observations this period where plant
personnel did not adhere to plant procedures or instructions.
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M1.3

a.

Operability of Essential Service Water (SX) System Discharge Isolation Valves
OSX-165A and OSX-165B.
Inspection Scope (62707)
The inspectors discussed SX system and auxiliary building flooding issues with
operations, system engineering, and site engineering personnel. The inspectors
reviewed the following documents:
Braidwood Electrical Maintenance Surveillance Procedure (BwHS) 4002-064,
"Limitorque Motor Operated Valve Age Related Degradation Inspection,"
Revision 2;
NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports
for Nuclear Power Plants;"
NUREG 1002, "Safety Evaluation Report related to the Operation of Braidwood
Station, Units I and 2 ;"
PIFs A1999-02496, Al 999-02497, Al 999-02514, Al 999-02562;
Special Daily Order issued August 20, 1999; Braidwood Calculation
3C8-0685-002, "Auxiliary Building Flood Level Calculations;" and
Braidwood Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.3.

b.

Observations and Findingqs
During the performance of BwHS 4002-064, the licensee identified problems with the
motor operators for SX system discharge isolation valves OSX-165A and OSX-165B
which prevented the valves from being remotely (from the main control room) isolated.
These valves had remained in the open position with power removed from the motor
operators since pre-operation testing was conducted in the mid 1980's.
The licensee reviewed the Technical Specification requirements for the Unit 1 and Unit 2
SX systems and determined that these systems remained operable regardless of the
ability of OSX-165A or OSX-165B to be closed. The inspectors agreed that the Unit 1
and Unit 2 SX systems remained operable.
The licensee had previously performed a probabilistic risk analysis based flooding
analysis for "beyond design basis" flooding conditions. The licensee had determined
that if either OSX-1 65A or OSX-1 65B could not be closed remotely, then a large
SX system rupture could result in an unisolable back-leakage of water from the ultimate
heat sink (cooling lake) in the auxiliary building. The combination of the identified
flooding vulnerability and the inability to remotely shut either OSX-165A or OSX-165B
prompted the licensee to place both units in an on-line potentially risk significant status
("Orange" risk). In order to mitigate this identified vulnerability, the licensee developed
contingency actions to be taken until valves 0SX-165A or OSX-165B were returned to an
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operable condition. These actions included opening the valve pits for both valves to
provide access to valve operators for manual operation and the issuing of Special Daily
Orders which delineated additional required actions. However, the contingency actions
did not include manually cycling or partially cycling OSX-165A or QSX-165B to
demonstrate that the valves could be closed manually. Once the contingency actions
were in place, the licensee upgraded both units to an on-line non-risk significant status
with compensatory measures ("Yellow" risk). To further mitigate the vulnerability, the
licensee performed visual inspections of mechanical joints for leakage and material
condition in the unisolable portion of SX system piping within the auxiliary building.
Once the inspections were completed, the on-line risk status of both units was upgraded
to on-line non-risk significant status ("Green" risk).
The inspectors reviewed the design basis flooding requirements contained in the
Standard Review Plan and the licensee's auxiliary building flooding calculations
performed to demonstrate compliance with the Standard Review Plan. The inspectors
concluded that the licensee had demonstrated compliance with the Standard Review
Plan with regard to mitigating design basis auxiliary building flooding.
The inspectors reviewed the actions taken by the licensee with regard to the identified
auxiliary building flooding vulnerability. The inspectors found that the licensee
demonstrated conservative decision making and a good safety culture in placing both
units in an "Orange" on-line risk status when the flooding vulnerability was initially
identified. However, the inspectors were concerned with the completeness of the
compensatory actions taken to mitigate the on-line risk. Of particular concern was the
fact that the licensee had upgraded both units to a "Yellow" on-line risk status without
demonstrating that the valves could be closed manually, a non-conservative decision,
considering the fact that the OSX-165A and OSX-165B valves had not been cycled since
pre-operation testing had been performed nearly 10 years ago. The inspectors
discussed this with plant management. Approximately one week after the issue was
identified, the licensee attempted to perform a partial stroke of OSX-165A and
OSX-165B. The valves would not move. At that time, the licensee placed both units in
an on-line risk status of "Yellow" until necessary maintenance could be performed. The
licensee returned to a "Yellow" risk level instead of an "Orange" risk level because of the
perceived low probability of pipe failure. This perception was based on the visual
inspection of the essential service water piping which indicated that the most vulnerable
sections of the piping were in satisfactory condition. The licensee determined that the
low probability of an initiating event offset the inability to mitigate the event. The valves
were then repaired to the point where manual closure was possible and the units were
returned to "Green" on-line risk status.
c.

Conclusions
The licensee demonstrated conservative decision making and a good safety culture
when initially placing Unit I and Unit 2 in an on-line potentially risk significant status
("Orange") when they identified that the essential service water (SX) system discharge
isolation valves OSX-165A and OSX-165B could not be closed remotely. The purpose of
the valves is to mitigate an internal flooding event. The inspectors concluded that the
licensee made good use of probabilistic risk analysis to support their initial on-line risk
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conclusions. However, the inspectors concluded that the licensee did not demonstrate
conservative decision making when the on-line risk status for both units was returned to
an on-line non-risk significant status ("Green") based on the ability to manually close the
OSX-165A and 0SX-165B valves without having demonstrated the ability to manually
close OSX-165A and OSX-165B. This conclusion was supported by the fact that when
the licensee did attempt to cycle the valves, they would not move. The inspectors
concluded that although the SX system discharge isolation valves OSX-165A and
OSX-1 65B could not be closed, the SX system remained operable.

MI.4
a.

Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) Program Review
Inspection Scope (62707)
The inspectors reviewed PIFs; action requests; and Nuclear Generating Group
Procedure NSP-ER-3010, "Maintenance Rule," Revision 0. The inspectors discussed
maintenance rule requirements with system engineering personnel.

b.

Observations and Findings
The inspectors selected four systems; rod control, control room annunciators, DEHC,
and solid state protection system (SSPS) and verified that the performance of these
systems was being effectively managed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65. The
inspectors determined that system condition and unavailablity, due to functional failures
were identified by the licensee and documented by either a PIF or an action request.
The inspectors determined that the licensee had recently started monitoring the rod
control system, control room annunciators, and SSPS in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65,
Paragraph A(1) due to licensee identified unavailabilities. The inspectors determined
that appropriate corrective actions had been developed for each of these systems in
order to resume monitoring of these systems in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65,
Paragraph A(2). The inspectors determined that established performance goals and
monitoring requirements for these systems were appropriate. The inspectors
determined that the performance of the DEHC system was also being effectively
controlled by the licensee in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65, Paragraph A(2).

c.

Conclusions
The inspectors concluded that maintenance rule monitoring of the rod control system,
control room annunciators, DEHC system, and SSPS effectively managed by the
licensee in accordance with 10 CFR 50.65.
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M2

Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1

Material Condition Deficiencies Not Entered Into The Corrective Maintenance Program

a.

Inspection Scope (62707)
The inspectors routinely evaluated the material condition of plant equipment during plant
tours and interviewed operations, maintenance, and radiological protection department
personnel.

b.

Observations and Findings
The inspectors evaluated the material condition of plant equipment during routine tours
and identified several deficiencies that had not been previously identified by the licensee
and were not entered into the licensee's corrective maintenance program at the time the
inspectors identified them. The deficiencies were identified between June and
September 1999 and included:
0

End bell leakage from the Unit I Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat Exchanger;

0

Body to bonnet leakage on 1 FC8762B (Unit 1 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat
Exchanger Discharge Valve);

0

Seat leakage by 1SI161 (an ECCS high point vent);

*

Seal leakage from the Unit 1refueling Water Storage Tank Heating Pump;

0

Oil leakage from the Unit 1 SX Pump Oil Sump;

a

Oil leakage from the manway on the Unit 1 Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil
"A" Storage Tank; and

&

Bearing oil leakage from the 2A Centrifugal Charging Pump.

In response to the inspectors' identification of the above material condition deficiencies,
the licensee generated action requests to enter the deficiencies into the licensee's
corrective maintenance program. The inspectors were concerned that the licensee had
missed prior opportunities to identify these material condition deficiencies. Some of the
valves and flanged connections had radiological leak catch basins installed under them
by radiological protection personnel; however, the deficiencies were not entered into the
licensee's corrective maintenance program for repairs. The above material condition
deficiencies were easily accessible and the presence of solidified boric acid build-up
provided evidence that the deficiencies had existed in some cases for at least several
weeks. Although the safety consequences of these deficiencies were minor, if left
uncorrected, these problems could potentially impact the ability of the systems to
perform their required function.
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c.

Conclusions
The licensee missed prior opportunities to enter some material condition deficiencies
(e.g. oil seal leaks, valve gasket leaks, etc.) into the corrective maintenance program for
repairs.
Ill. Engineering

E7

Quality Assurance in Engineering Activities

E7.1

Engineering Root Cause and Self-Assessment Activities

a.

Inspection Scope (37551)
The inspectors reviewed past Nuclear Regulatory Commission observations and
findings concerning Braidwood engineering department product quality and various
Braidwood assessments of engineering product quality. The inspectors reviewed the
following procedures:
Nuclear Generation Group Procedure NSP-AP-4004, "Corrective Action Program
Procedure," Revision 4;
Corrective Actions Program Procedure CAP-5, "Effectiveness Reviews
Handbook," Revision 0.
The inspectors discussed quality assurance activities and engineering department
generated root cause analysis with engineering and nuclear oversite department
personnel.

b.

Observations and Findings
The inspectors determined that the Braidwood engineering department supervisors
performed periodic (monthly) reviews of engineering department products
(e.g., 10 CFR 50.59 reviews, operability determinations, design change packages,
calculations, etc.). Through these reviews, the licensee was able to identify individual
deficiencies with engineering products as well as adverse trends and assign timely
corrective actions. The inspectors determined that nuclear oversite personnel also
reviewed and made constructive comment on engineering department products.
The inspectors determined that a recent Braidwood nuclear oversite department
assessment of engineering department management and administration was thorough,
objective, and critical. The inspectors noted that the licensee included NRC and nuclear
oversight identified issues in their assessment.
The inspectors determined that root cause analysis reports generated by the
engineering department were thorough, timely, and included corrective actions that
addressed the stated root causes. The inspectors determined that the licensee also
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performs effectiveness reviews of actions taken in root cause analysis reports in order to
reevaluate their long-term effectiveness. The inspectors determined that these reviews
were an effective tool for the timely identification of inadequate corrective actions based
on the fact that PIFs had been issued documenting licensee identified ineffective
corrective actions. The inspectors determined that at least four PIFs had been written to
address inadequate engineering root cause corrective actions and that appropriate
action had been taken by the engineering department to correct the identified problems.
c.

Conclusions
The licensee's periodic self-assessments of engineering department performance were
thorough, critical, and identified new areas requiring improvement. Actions taken by the
licensee as a result of self-assessments were timely and commensurate with the
problems noted. Engineering department generated root cause analysis reports were
also thorough, timely and included corrective actions that addressed the stated root
causes.

IV. PLANT SUPPORT
S1

Conduct of Security and Safeguards Activities

S1.1

Personnel and Vehicle Entry

a.

Inspection Scope (71750)
The inspectors observed the stations access controls including the proper display of
badges, escort of vehicles, personnel access control to the vital area, and the use of
access control devices.

b.

Observations and Findings
Station badges were observed to be properly worn by personnel at the site. Personnel
performing x-ray inspections did not hesitate to perform physical searches or to re-x-ray
items when indiscernible masses were identified. Personnel properly monitored the use
of the explosive detectors and the metal detectors. Escorts were properly provided to
vehicles entering the protected area. At times when there were shortages of escorts,
the vehicles were made to wait until they could enter. Personnel were observed to be
properly displaying their security badges. Access control to the vital areas was
observed to be proper.

c.

Conclusions
The inspectors concluded that the licensee's access control requirements were properly
implemented.
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F1

Control of Fire Protection Activities

F1.1

Fire Watch Responsibilities

a.

Inspection Scope (71750)
The inspectors reviewed Braidwood Administrative Procedure BwAP 1100-15, "Fire
Prevention When Welding, Cutting, Grinding or Performing Open Flame Work (Hot
Work)," Revision 10EI and BwAP 1100-13, "Compensatory Watch Inspection,"
Revision 8. The inspectors reviewed work requests 980005289-07 and 980005289-07.
The inspectors discussed fire watch requirements and PIF Al 999-02551 with the fire
marshal and operation personnel.

b.

Observations and Findings
The inspectors observed the performance of welding and grinding activities in the Unit 2
lower cable spreading room. The inspectors reviewed the associated work request
packages and hot work permit and questioned the workers concerning the pre-job brief
conducted and compensatory watch requirements. The inspector determined the
individuals were aware of the work scope, understood the precautions contained in the
work request and in the hot work permit. To support the welding and grinding, the
Unit 2 lower cable spreading room carbon dioxide fire protection system was taken out
of service. The inspectors determined that the proper compensatory actions had been
taken to address having taken this fire protection system out of service. However, while
observing the floor-level welding and grinding activities, the inspectors noted that the
individual assigned as the fire watch was performing collateral duties in the over-head of
the lower cable spreading room approximately 10 feet away. Although a fire watch
performing duties other than watching for fire or smoldering is contrary to
BwAP 1100-15, the inspectors considered this to be a violation of minor significance and
not subject to enforcement action due to the fact that in the event of a fire, the assigned
fire watch would have been able to respond and assist with extinguishing the fire in a
timely manner.

c.

Conclusions
The inspectors concluded that welding and grinding activities performed in the Unit 2
lower cable spreading room(LCSR) were performed in accordance with the associated
work request packages and that the proper compensatory actions were in place while
the LCSR carbon dioxide fire protection system was out of service. However, the
inspectors concluded that an individual assigned as a fire watch was performing
collateral duties in the over-head of the lower cable spreading room which was contrary
to station fire watch requirements. The inspectors considered this to be a violation of
minor significance and not subject to enforcement action.
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V. Management Meetings
X1

Exit Meeting Summary
The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at
the conclusion of the inspection on September 27, 1999. The licensee acknowledged
the findings presented. The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials
examined during the inspection should be considered proprietary. No proprietary
information was identified.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee
*M.Cassidy, Regulatory Assurance - NRC Coordinator
*C. Dunn, Operations Manager
*R. Graham, Work Control Manager
*L.Guthrie, Maintenance Manager
A. Haeger, Radiation Protection Manager
*C. Herzog, Services Manager
*T. Luke, Engineering Manager
*J. Nalewajka, Assessment Manager
*M.Riegel, Nuclear Oversight Manager
K. Schwartz, Station Manager
*T. Simpkin, Regulatory Assurance Manager
T. Tulon, Site Vice President
R. Wegner, Operations Manager
NRC
*M Jordan, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 3
*C. Phillips, Senior Resident Inspector
*J. Adams, Resident Inspector
D. Pelton, Resident Inspector
IDNS
J. Roman
* Denotes those who attended the exit interview conducted on September 27, 1999.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

37551:
61726:
62707:
71707:
71750:

Onsite Engineering
Surveillance Observations
Maintenance Observation
Plant Operations
Plant Support Activities

ITEMS OPENED, CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED
Opened
50-456/457/99014-01
50-4561457199014-02

NCV
NCV

failure to follow procedures
failure to follow procedures

NCV
NCV

failure to follow procedures
failure to follow procedures

Closed
50-456/457/99014-01
50-456/457/99014-02

Discussed
50-456/457/99010

Inspection Report; First line supervisor not meeting expectation of
management.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED
BwAP
BwHS
BwOSR
CFR
CWPI
DEHC
DRP
ECCS
LCSR
NCV
NRC
NSP
PIF
RP
RP&C
SSPS
SX

Braidwood Administrative Procedure
Braidwood Electrical Maintenance Surveillance Procedure
Braidwood Operations Surveillance Procedure
Code of Federal Regulations
Common Work Practice Instruction
Digital Electro-Hydraulic Control
Division of Reactor Projects
Emergency Core Cooling System
Lower Cable Spreading Room
Non-Cited Violations
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Station Procedure
Problem Identification Form
Radiation Protection
Radiological Protection & Chemistry
Solid State Protection System
Essential Service Water
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